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_Abstract

This	project	is	an	exploration	of	practices	around	the	critical	raw	material	
cobalt,	it’s	history,	and	current	relevance	in	Swedish	discourse.	Critical	
raw	materials	are	identified	by	the	European	Commission	as	materials	of	
high	importance	to	the	EU’s	economic	system	as	well	as	the	high	risks	
related to their supply and production. As the demand for cobalt grows 
due to it’s usefulness in rechargeable batteries in for example smartpho-
nes, laptops and electric cars, the metal is predicted to become scarce in 
a	near	future.	In	Sweden	there	is	a	discourse	on	whether	or	not	to	mine	for	
cobalt, among other earth elements, locally, and the industry is looking 
for ways to recycle old rechargeable batteries at larger scales to secure 
the resource. The criticality of cobalt does not only concern supply and 
economic importance however. In Congo some mines have been repor-
ted to still be dug by hand, under extremely poor conditions and risking 
the health and safety of the workers, as well as the surrounding societies. 
Through a critical research and design process these topics are explored 
alongside the more locally known use of cobalt oxide as a vibrant blue 
colour pigment for ceramics and glass.  With the process I aim to create a 
design that engages with the criticality as well as a designerly fascination 
with	the	material.	The	end	result	being	a	speculative	design	fiction	of	the	
mythological creature cobelt, and how complex narratives can be une-
arthed in craft based practice.
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Preface
Making pace.

Thump thump. Thump thump. As 
the heart beats it consults the artifici-
al, electronic pacemaker. Chamber to 

electrode. Warm tissue to the cold metal.
“Am I keeping up, is this the pace?”

Swipe, brush, tap, swipe. 
Repeat. 

You quickly check your emails as you are 
about to step of the bus. Social media 

account. The map. Where are you going 
now again? 

“Siri, find...”...

Clack, clack, clack, clack. Quick steps 
forwards. Keep up the pace now. Don't 

look back. Forwards into the future. 
As fast as we can. Before we run out of 

time.

More and more, faster and faster. The 
pace of the Anthropocene. The leftovers 
fall behind. They fall asleep and go into 

deep hibernation. 

Thump, thump. Click. Tick... Tick... Far 
beneath the earth's crust, and just under 
the large opencast, the Cobelt awaken. 

Mine spirits impatient to play tricks 
on disrespectful miners and passers by. 
Slightest misstep and they turn the ores 
into poisonous fumes. Unusable. Toxic.

Tread carefully now.
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An early concept and material moodboard.
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Introduction

In	this	project	I	study	cobalt	oxide	
and the stories it has to tell about 
material	cultures,	in	Sweden	and	
Europe.	It	is	a	critical	design	project	
that engages with practices sur-
rounding this critical raw material, 
that	moves	across	different	cultural	
and historical materialities. What 
processes has it gone through, 
what practices are surfacing in 
relation to it and how could these 
be embodied in more conscious 
practice and dialogue? This ma-
terial which often goes unseen in 
our everyday lives, yet makes the 
engines of our cyborg hardware 
tick. As a design student and agent 
of	change	in	this	project,	I	wish	to	
find	new	ways	to	relate	to	/	inte-
ract with critical raw materials, and 
hope to add to the discourse on 
local accountabilities in the context 
of design and artistic practice. With 
these topics there is an opportuni-
ty	to	reflect	upon	current	Swedish	
discourse	on	some	of	the	conflic-
ting	objectives	between	the	UN	
Sustainable	Development	Goals,	
and how to strive to achieve them. 

I	start	the	project	with	secondary	
research and reading on critical 
raw materials, cobalt oxide and the 

Swedish	discourse	on	resource	
extraction, before moving on to ex-
plore how to engage with the topics 
within an artistic practice of craft 
and critical design

Context

 Critical Raw Materials

Critical	raw	materials	(CRM)	are	
identified	by	the	European	Com-
mission as materials of high impor-
tance	to	the	EU’s	economic	system	
as well as the high risks related to 
their supply and production. The 
materials	are	identified	as	impor-
tant due to their use in industries, 
development of modern technolo-
gy and use in “clean technologies” 
(European	Commission	-	Internal	
Market,	Industry,	Entrepreneurship	
and	SMEs,	2019).	Then	these	ma-
terials	are	gathered	by	the	Euro-
pean Commission in a list of CRM 
which undergoes regular review 
and update as a means to increase 
the awareness of potential material 
supply	risk,	see	to	efficient	use	and	
recycling of these materials, and to 
develop research and innovations 
to	work	towards	the	SDGS	of	the	
2030 Agenda of sustainable deve-
lopment	(ibid.).
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 Cobalt and cobalt oxide

Cobalt is one of the 27 CRM’s listed 
by	the	European	Commission	for	
Internal	Market,	Industry,	Entrepre-
neurship	and	SME’s	(2019).	In	the	
Europeans	Commission’s	
document	(Deloitte	Sustainability	
et	al.,	2017)	it	is	described	how	Eu-
rope heavily relies on import of co-
balt, as the leading producers in the 
world are the Democratic Republic 
of Congo, which produces 64% of 
the worlds cobalt, and China and 
Canada, producing 5% each of the 
world	total	(ibid.).	Today	the	majori-
ty of cobalt can be found in battery 
chemicals, making up 42% of the 
global end use of the metal. 

The fact sheets on cobalt from the 
European	Commission	describes	
the critical aspects of the materi-
al to be an issue of supply, but in 
reality the critical aspects are more 
complex than that. In an article by 
Frankel for the Washington Post 
(2016),	it	is	(re-)	revealed	how	some	
Congolese cobalt mines are still 
dug by hand, under extremely 
poor conditions. The cobalt is then 
absorbed by global supply cha-
ins that go through China and the 
Chinese production of lithium-ion 

batteries for smartphones, laptops 
and electric cars. This issue has 
been known for around a decade 
(ibid.),	yet	at	the	time	of	writing	the	
hand dug cobalt could be tracked 
to tech giants such as Apple. Which 
comes to show how the complex 
material streams make tracing of 
raw	materials	very	difficult	and	slow	
to correct.

Historically cobalt has for the 
longest time been used in colour 
pigments for glass, ceramics and 
paints to produce a bright blue 
colour. Due to its unique colour 
properties it is still used for this 
purpose, and 5% of the global end 
use of cobalt is in ceramics and 
pigments as cobalt oxide (Deloitte 
Sustainability,	et	al.,	2017).

Recently there has been explo-
rations of the possibility to mine 
cobalt	in	Sweden	as	well,	but	no	
mine has been opened (Deloit-
te	Sustainability,	et	al.,	2017,	76).	
Applications for opening mines in 
Sweden	have	been	met	with	pro-
tests and concerns for local water 
reserves and ecosystems. Gran-
ström comments on the issues 
in	an	article	for	Expressen	(2019)	
and summarizes the critique that 
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exists	against	the	Swedish	mining	
politics.	She	criticizes	a	political	
climate where there is no space for 
the people whose water reserves 
are threatened, whose reindeer 
pastures are demolished (referring 
to the extensive mining happening 
in	the	north	of	Sweden	and	Sápmi)	
and there is especially no space for 
the non-humans whose habitats in 
some cases disappear completely 
(ibid.).	This	mining	does	not	only	
include cobalt, but the material 
is increasing in relevance among 
companies conducting the explo-
rations.

In	an	article	by	Gitz	for	SVT	(2019)	
cobalt is claimed to become scarce 
in	the	EU	within	a	year,	but	that	
mining for more is not the only 
solution.	Namely	as	a	company	in	
Luleå,	Sweden,	is	in	the	process	of	
developing large scale recycling 
of rechargeable batteries to ex-
tract	cobalt	and	lithium.	So	as	the	
demand for cobalt grows, there is 
change happening within industries 
on how to value and process co-
balt. But the question remains how 
this	change	might	be	reflected	in	
everyday life use and consumption.

 

	 Conflicting	objectives:		
	 UN	Sustainable	Develop-	
 ment Goals (SDGS)

My	first	encounter	with	the	issue	of	
conflicting	objectives,	is	the	semi-
nar “Mineral och hållbarhet: Gruv-
brytningens	målkonflikter”	(English	
translation: Mineral and sustaina-
bility:	the	conflicting	objectives	of	
mining)	with	Davidsson	Kurland,	
Raitio,	Sandahl,	Söderberg	and	
Krogvig	(2019)	at	Formas,	Stock-
holm.	The	speakers	offer	an	insight	
to	the	current	Swedish	discourse	
on local mining practices and the 
consequences it has had on local 
ecosystems and cultural practices, 
especially	in	the	north	of	Sweden.	
These topics and the arguments 
made during the seminar all relate 
to	the	SDGS	and	how	in	some	ca-
ses they stand in opposition to one 
another.	Specifically	they	touch	
upon	the	goals		“07:	Affordable	
and clean energy” and “13: Climate 
action”	(UN	Sustainable	Develop-
ment	Goals	platform,	2019).	The	
discourse gets complex when it 
comes to resource extraction, local 
accountability and local responsi-
bility when mining the very resour-
ces needed for renewable energy 
technology and infrastructure. In 
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emerge around cobalt. There is a 
sense of duality in the appreciation 
of the glass and ceramic craft, and 
a recognition of the context where 
they might actually have been used 
historically. An appreciation for 
the movement towards renewable 
energy, and modern technology, 
and the frustration of not being 
able to know where all these ma-
terials come from. However, with 
the design I do not wish to criticize 
current practices, but to portray a 
nuanced narrative spurring from 
the	fascination	with	just	a	single	
material,	and	reflect	on	what	role	
design	(with	this	fascination)	can	
add to the discourse. 

 Critical design is...

“[...] a position rather than a 
method. ”
(Dunne	and	Raby,	2007)

...a design practice that in the 
words	of	Dunne	and	Raby	(ibid.)	
uses speculative design proposals 
to address assumptions, precon-
ceptions and “givens” about the 
designed, material world around us. 
They also describe it to be more of 
an attitude or way of seeing things, 
rather than a method in itself. 
Engaging	with	the	practices	and	

essence the seminar touched upon 
the question of to what extent we 
are willing to endanger our local 
ecosystems and cultural heritage 
in	Sweden		in	order	to	know	that	
our resources aren’t harmfully 
extracted elsewhere. In addition to 
the goals surrounding energy and 
climate action, the seminar also 
touches upon topics close to goal 
09;	“Industry,	innovation	and	infra-
structure”		(ibid.).	Knowing	cobalt	to	
be	of	interest	in	Swedish	discourse	
currently, I would like to argue that 
the	conflict	reaches	further	than	
that, to involve questions regarding 
the	SDGS	08;	“Decent	work	and	
economic growth”, and 10; “Redu-
ced	inequalities”	globally	(ibid.).

Positioning

In the context of design and artistic 
practice, I wish to make a design 
that engages people in dialogue on 
these topics of critical raw materi-
als, their histories and current use. 
Much	like	the	discourse	on	conflic-
ting	goals	of	the	SDGS	(Davidsson	
Kurland	et.al.,	2019)	in	the	local	
context	of	Sweden,	we	(	me	and	
my peers, and internal and external 
tutors	)	come	to	a	sense	of	internal	
conflict	in	the	conversations	that	
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discourse around cobalt oxide, this 
is the design practice that I position 
the	project	within.	It’s	purpose	is	to	
make people think, and hopefully 
encourage a dialogue with partici-
pants, viewers and stakeholders. 
According to the designer duo, 
related practices could be cautio-
nary tales, speculative design, and 
design	fiction	among	other	areas	of	
design	(ibid.),	and	while	my	design	
process comes to draw inspira-
tion from these practices as well, 
critical design is the main area of 
interest.

“It is an expression or manifest-
ation of our sceptical fascination 
with technology, a way of unpicking 
the different hopes, fears, promi-
ses, delusions, and nightmares of 
technological development and 
change, especially how scientific 
discoveries move from the labora-
tory into everyday life through the 
marketplace.”
(Dunne	and	Raby,	2013,	35)

Koskinen,	Binder	and	Redström	
(2008)	comment	on	Dunne	and	
Raby’s work as being a design 
research method positioned in the 
gallery. Meaning that the space 
of exhibition itself becomes the 

place where ideas are tested and 
developed with the imagination of 
the viewer, rather than conducting 
the research in a more controlled 
laboratory-like settings.

On	the	note	of	critical	design	and	
design	fiction,	the	I	draw	inspira-
tion from the exhibition “The Face 
of	God”	at	the	Gothenburg	Natural	
History	Museum	(Göteborgs	Natur-
historiska	Museum,	2019),	where	
the	tools	of	a	fictional	scientist	/	
artist are displayed as a means to 
blur the lines between design, sci-
ence and reality. The exhibition is a 
result	of	a	project	under	the	name	
of	“Form	follows	fiction”,	and	explo-
res design as a practice of meaning 
making and expression, rather than 
problem solving. The statement 
resonates with me, since the pro-
ject	is	an	exploration	of	narratives,	
rather than issues. 

 Cobalt oxide in ceramics  
 and glass making

In her book on faïence commerce 
around	the	Baltic	sea,	Eriksson	
(2002)	describes	in	depth	how	the	
traditional craft of faïence ma-
king was adopted in 18th century 
Sweden.	In	the	towns	of	Pålsjö	and	
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Växjö	in	particular,	and	how	these	
societies had an impact on the 
factories and manufacture of the 
ceramics. A distinctive characte-
ristic for this type of ceramics is 
the often used cobalt oxide blue, 
painted decor. It is not the only kind 
of ceramics with this distinctive 
white and blue feature though, and 
there are many historical practices 
of cobalt blue pigments in ceramics 
all over the world. The faïence was 
heavily	influenced	by	the	Chinese	
porcelain which was growing popu-
lar	in	Europe	from	the	17th	century.	
According	to	Linder	(2015),	this	
blue	and	white	porcelain	was	first	
developed during the Yuan dynasty 
in	China	and	was	at	that	time	influ-
enced	by	trade	with	the	Ottoman	
Empire.	Cobalt’s	historical	journey	
goes even further back though, as 
Ball	(2002,	133)	claims	that	cobalt	
ores was used to colour glass as 
far	back	in	time	as	in	ancient	Egypt.	
Ball	(ibid.)	continues	to	describe	in	
depth how cobalt developed from 
being a glass colouring pigment by 
the name of smalt in 16th century 
Europe	to	making	it’s	way	into	
paints and new artistic practices. 
At the time it was widely used and 
mainly	produced	in	the	Nether-
lands. 

In the 18th century, as the cobalt 
blue ceramics gained populari-
ty, cobalt mines were opening in 
Sweden	as	well.	One	example	is	
Loos	cobalt	mine	in	Hälsingland,	
that was open between  1738 and 
1773 (Föreningen Loosgruvan, 
2019).	Today	the	mine	has	been	
partially restored and is open to 
the public as an educational tourist 
attraction. The cobalt was mined 
to meet a growing demand for blue 
ceramics	and	glass	in	Sweden,	
but as the cobalt deposits ran out 
the mine was forced to close. In an 
exhibition	at	Kulturparken	Småland	
in 2012 the photographer Jörgen 
Ludwigsson portrayed the con-
ditions under which the luxurious 
colour pigment was mined. He des-
cribed the work to be on the border 
to slavery, with many of the workers 
dying	under	ground	in	the	effort	
to mine the ore. In an interview for 
the	radio,	Ludwigsson	(Graf,	2012)		
makes a comparison between 
the cobalt mining of 18th century 
Sweden	and	how	cobalt	is	mined	
today in some cases in Congo.

Pigment use and making can tell a 
lot about historical practices and 
cultures around materials. It is one 
example of how to explore past and 
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present narratives of materiality.  A 
couple of works that have done this 
are	Holmwood’s	project	“Cultiva-
ting colour – Making Mayan Blue 
from	Woad”	(2018)	and	Juárez’s	
“Screen-glaze	and	screen	ware”	
(2018).	Holmwood	explores	the	his-
torical practice of organic pigment 
making,	and	the	specific	relation	
between colonialism and the Mayan 
Blue	pigment.	In	contrast,	Juárez	
uses screens from smartphones to 
create glazes and ceramic hybrids, 
engaging with the complex materi-
ality of electronics. Both are equally 
relevant however, as they manage 
to address complex societal and 
environmental issues artistically 
and in an engaging and hands-on 
way. The key to me being the craft 
and artistic quality of the works and 
critical	stances	of	the	projects.
 

 My cobalt story; working with  
	 fascination	and	conflict

Is about fascination and curiosity. I cannot 
judge the use of cobalt in modern techno-
logy, it is not my position to do so, nor my 
intent. This is about the love for a colour, its 
histories and all the things it can be. And 
if it is a critique, it is of the lack of appre-
ciation and fascination with our everyday 

objects.

I am in awe of everything I find and the 
fact that the inside of my phone is cobalt 
blue. RGB #0047ab. It makes me apprecia-
te the luxury it provides, all the connections 
it helps me make, all the people I can reach. 
Everything that makes up my reality. 

I find it extremely hard to see my life 
without technology. Can you? Or am I a 
spoiled millennial, whose father used to 
make pirate copies of video games for her 
and her brother.

… whose mother and grandmother can still 
live full lives thanks to artificial pacema-
kers....

So what is my cobalt story to tell? A love 
story of  appreciation, pain and doubt. I see 
it’s face everywhere I look. Deep blue eyes 
staring back at me. Can no one else see this 
thing?! I dream of blue, argue with it, grow 
tired of it. But then I come right back. 

Conflicted, the mind of the Anthropocene.
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Design process

In parallel with secondary research 
and literature reviews, I continue 
to engage with the cobalt oxide in 
practice and design based resear-
ch. The following is an account of 
the artistic explorations I perform 
in	an	effort	to	deepen		my	own	un-
derstanding of the material and to 
engage in critical dialogue.

 Unpicking cobalt

In a workshop with textile designer 
and	educator	Marie	O’Connor,	we	
were	asked	to	unpick	an	object.	Ha-
ving already collected and broken a 
blue beer bottle, I chose to further 
explore it’s materiality. I had smas-
hed the glass in order to have only 
the cobalt blue pieces to work as a 
material with, rather than the whole 
bottle and it’s given purpose. 

The pieces were sharp and of dif-
ferent sizes – some fragments so 
small to the extent that they made 
the	material	difficult	to	work	with.	
They would cover the bigger pieces 
and	dig	into	my	fingers	as	I	tried	
to	work	with	it.	My	first	unpicking	
practice was to clean, separate and 
sort the pieces.

In doing so, I recalled a section of 
Ball’s	(2002)	book,	on	how	smalts,	
a glass pigment containing co-
balt oxide used before cobalt as a 
chemical element was discovered 
, was made. The process was des-
cribed containing multiple steps of 
grinding, mixing, heating, cooling, 
breaking and then grounding again 
to achieve a bright blue colour pig-
ment.	I	reflected	on	the	complexity	
and histories of pigment making, 
what the process might look like 
today and how I in my simple exer-
cise was re-enacting parts of the 
practice.

At the end of the workshop, there 
was a show and tell:

  A brief cobalt story: 

Kobelt are mine spirits, believed to inhabit 
the earth and punishing disrespectful 
miners by turning ore into poisonous 
matter and cobalt blooms (Ball, 2002, 
134). When discovered to be the very thing 
making smalts blue in the 17th century, 
new methods were adopted to make use of 
this previously avoided earth element. The 
arts and craft world quickly embraced this 
new, vibrant hue of blue. It was expensive 
however, and presumably dangerous to 
produce – so blue continued to be a colour of 
luxury and the fine arts sunny skies. 
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A blue beer bottle unpicked.
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Cobalt blue
RGB #0047ab

Images from the unpicking and following dialogue.
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Cobalt blue
RGB #0047ab

We make a leap forward through centuries 
of scientific and technological advance-
ments, and cobalt can be found in most 
rechargeable batteries for smartphones, lap-
tops and electric cars. A significant amount 
of the cobalt is mined by hand in Congo, 
and listed by the EU as a critical raw mate-
rial for it’s economic value posed against it’s 
availability and social, economic and health 
impact on the societies around the mining 
practice and mines themselves. On a device 
of commodified luxury we can easily display 
the digital translation of cobalt blue: RGB 
#0047ab.

The act of storytelling resulted in 
a conversation on the artistic use 
of	pigments	and	historical	signifi-
cance of developing pigments, and 
a sort of material illiteracy when it 
comes to choosing the colour for a 
piece of for example clothing. We 
also touched upon how we under-
stand the value of our electronic 
devices, and the use of blue in 
electronic displays, social media 
apps and logo design for compa-
nies who wish to give a sense of 
trust and reliability. 

The nature of the conversation we 
had is something I wish to create 
with	my	final	de	sign,	so	I	bring	with	
me the aspect of storytelling. As a 
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design work, it does not speak for 
itself however, it needed someone 
to give the narrative and responses 
verbally. 

	 Conversations	with	
	 creatives	and	professio-
 nals

My process continues in an ex-
plorative manner. This part starts 
of by reaching out to the local 
community in which cobalt plays a 
big	role	artistically,	namely	Små-
land’s	Kingdom	of	Crystal.	I	soon	
find	myself	in	conversation	with	
Erika	and	Markus,	a	glass	designer	
/	researcher,	and	a	glass	craftist.	
As well as in an email conversation 
with Jörgen, the photographer 
involved with the local exhibition 
about cobalt and and its history of 
being	mined	in	Sweden	in	the	18th	
century. I use these conversations 
to gain an understanding of its use 
and relevance in local, historical 
and artistic contexts. All of which  
inform my process on how creative 
practices relate to CRM. How the 
5% of the worlds used cobalt could 
possibly tell a cobalt story.
  

 Conversation with Jörgen 
Ludwigsson:

I contacted Jörgen to learn more 
about his experience of working 
with the portrayal of the complex 
issues around cobalt’s history. Be-
sides sharing some of the informa-
tion used for the exhibition as well 
as photographs of the Loos cobalt 
mine, he described the gripping 
nature of the process of trying to 
portray the conditions under which 
the workers spent their days under-
ground. 

“[...] and I will tell you there were 
tears despite my age.” 

We had a rather short exchange of 
words and documents over e-mail, 
but I recognised and empathised 
with the emotional investment of 
engaging with this critical and con-
flicted	material.

Conversation	with	Erika		
Lagerbielke:

“I have no artistic relation to cobalt, 
but to the colour blue.”

In addition to a more informal con-
versation	on	my	project	I	ask	Erika	
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a set of questions over email on her 
relation to cobalt oxide as a colour 
pigment.		On	the	development	of	
one of her most popular designs, 
Intermezzo, she writes:

“To choose blue for the encapsula-
ted drop was my favourite option, 
other stakeholders within Orrefors’ 
production and sales and marke-
ting made the same choice. It was 
expected that consumers would 
find that stemware decorated with 
blue would go well with porcelain 
decorated with the same colour, 
which was very popular at the time”

A decision from the producer and 
designers side that shows how ce-
ramics and glass design still goes 
hand in hand when it comes to 
developing dinnerware and utilities, 
not	just	with	the	common	deno-
minator cobalt oxide, but perhaps 
even more in use and market. 

“ I always return to blue. Blue is the 
most beautiful colour.” 
(Lagerbielke,	2018)	

Our	conversation	gives	an	under-
standing of cobalt’s relevance 
in glass and dinnerware design 
practice, as well as production 

and consumption. But due to it’s 
increasing scarcity perhaps it is 
time for artists and designers to 
consider other pigments and steer 
the development towards more 
sustainable options? We talk about 
the possibilities to use other blue 
pigments, or perhaps make infor-
med design decision based on the 
sustainability aspects of the oxides 
used for colouring, instead of the 
colours themselves. 

 Conversation with Markus
	 Emilsson:

After this I get in contact with a 
local glass craftist, Markus, who 
specifically	uses	the	craft	of	glass	
making and artistic practice to 
explore the relationship between 
object,	artist	and	audience.	All	with	
the focus on the meetings that can 
take place between them, a practi-
ce which I consider closely related 
to critical design practices. Besides 
creating glass art pieces and in-
stallations he has held co-creative 
craft events, actually designing the 
object	together	with	the	audience.

“[...] based on that I think that as an 
artist you can become a producer 
of objects, artefacts, and then you 
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are not included in the conversa-
tion. And I do not feel like that is 
very satisfying for me.
[…]
Say that I work with a gallery and 
the piece is sent there, and then it 
is sent there, and then they like it or 
they do not like it,  or then it is sold... 
What does that do to me? I find the 
meetings that could be , the most 
interesting, which is why I work 
with projects where I get to meet 
people, and then collaborations of 
different kinds can be interesting to 
me. And then those meetings can 
be materialising, or they are not.”

I ask him how he sets out to create 
these meetings and he describes 
his initial thinking process when 
starting	a	new	project.	It	revolves	
around the two questions of “Whe-
re?” and “How?”. In essence this 
describes the importance of wor-
king	site	specific	and	placing	the	
work in a context which reaches the 
audience he actually wants to be in 
dialogue with. An audience that is 
not always interested in coming to 
the context of an art gallery.

Our	conversation	continues	
onwards on topics of artistic 
expression and working with the 
uncertainty of having an open dia-

logue with the audience: it is hard 
to plan, you can steer it as much as 
you want but you can not know the 
outcome.	When	creating	an	object	
one	could	work	with	different	gra-
des	of	finish,	to	leave	it	open	for	in-
terpretation and invite the audience 
to make their own connections, but 
that can also be a risk.

“If you can’t make it big, make it 
blue”,	he	says	jokingly	on	the	key	
topic	of	this	project.	Again,	cobalt	
has a particular place in the glass 
making practice. It sells, and has 
managed to do so for centuries. 
However, as we talk more about 
the problematics around cobalt 
and cobalt oxide, and it’s role in our 
everyday life, we talk about electro-
nics consumption and what a big 
role	these	smart	and	energy	effi-
cient devices play  in society. And 
what connections could be made 
by a possible audience.

Moving	on	from	this	I	define	my	
context of practice, my lab and my 
gallery	to	refer	back	to	Koskinen,	
Binder	and	Redström	(2008),	to	be	
the ceramics workshop, where I 
hope to turn the discourse from the 
research, the fascination with the 
conflict,	into	materiality	through	
artistic craft based practice. 
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 The blue and white 
 ceramics

To portray cobalt stories I choose 
to stay with the material of my initial 
research and create a ceramic pie-
ce with cobalt oxide as the material 
narrator.	Starting	from	the	Faïences	
of	18th	century	Växjö	production	
and then looking both farther back 
in history and then towards more 
modern	times,	I	find	my	inspiration.

In order to try out ideas and con-
cept, sketching happens throug-
hout	the	design	process.	It	offers	a	
quick way to explore how to relate 
to	the	different	topics,	get	feed-
back from others, and evaluate 
the narrational properties. The 
following sketches vary from ideas 
of speculative scenario making to 
more poetic embodiments of the 
relationship to cobalt. 
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Early sketch work, and scans from 
Eriksson (2002, pp. 14, 30, 100, 115 and 
148).
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Sketching process, reflecting on alterna-
tive mining practices.
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Sketching process, based on tlaes of the 
Lady of the Mine in Loos, Hälsingland 
(Föreningen Loosgruvan, 2019)
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Sketching process, based on tlaes of the 
Lady of the Mine in Loos, Hälsingland 
(Föreningen Loosgruvan, 2019)
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Sketching process on embodied object 
relationships.
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Tiles portraying a faïence making process, scanned from Eriksson (2002, 100)
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 Tile making

“Gallery pushes knowledge to new 
domains by way of critical discour-
se through practices borrowed 
from the art world. “ 
(Koskinen,	Binder	and	Redström,	
2008,	55).	

I	finally	make	the	decision	to	
explore the ceramic tiles further, 
simply because of the tiles’ history 
of	being	used	to	depict	different	
narratives and the possibilities 
they	offer	in	terms	of	constructing	
images	and	patterns.	In	this	final	
phase of the process I now turn 
workshop into a lab and gallery for 
critical	reflection,	using	the	form	of	
ceramic tiles to portray narratives 
of the Anthropocene. It is an intui-
tive artistic practice, where I let my 
hands process the research and 
steer	towards	the	final	outcome.	

In parallel with my time in the 
workshop	I	keep	a	reflective	writing	
log, which later becomes part of 
the	final	design	outcome	(see	ap-
pendix),	the	following	are	excerpts	
from the process.

Making the samples and planning the 
coming weeks.  This is going to take time 

and patience, and be incredibly stressful, 
counting around 13 available working 
days. With timing for making, drying, 
firing, glazing and firing again as crucial 
milestones of the process, offering a fra-
mework for creative crafting moments to 
synthesize all my cobalt stories. I start by 
making 8 sample tiles, 100x100x8 mm, 
out  of four types of clay. Stoneware, white 
and red, earthenware, red, and porcelain, 
famously white.

20190412
_Excitement, focus and pressure. 
Having the square tiles under pressure gives 
them a longer drying period than the clay 
would usually have. Over the course of a 
day they are still barely leather hard. But I 
try on the slips either way, and yet another 
waiting moment occur, until I can actually 
brush on the main attraction at this event. 
The 10% cobalt oxide slip, for dark blue.
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Colour samples of glazed stoneware 
with 10% cobalt slip (top) and plastic 
earthenware with white and cobalt slip 
(bottom left)

Quick models of possible shapes.
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20190415
_Firing the samples later than expected, 
they took a while to dry when being in 
pressure. Remember this for the next bisque 
firing. Working with the clay today, I tried 
varieties of shapes and styles for the tiles. 
I am considering whether or not to use a 
traditional shape, like the square or the 
hexagon for example. The organic shapes 
feel more alive to me, but the traditional 
reflect the, well, traditional applications 
better. But maybe this is not a project about 
histories, but current narratives now?

The hexagons remind me of chemical mo-
dels, I wonder what shape cobalt oxide has?

20190415
_According to Shao-Horn et al. (2003), the 
LiCoO2 molecules of lithium ion batteries 
in laptops and smartphones are structured 
in layers of connected octahedra. 

The shape of cobalt oxide seems to be octahe-
dral, or triangular...

The molecular structure of LiCoO2 
(Shao-Horn et al., 2003)

Cobalt oxide

Lithium ions
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Sketches of octahedra and triangular 
symetries.
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20190417
_As I work with the clay, my hands are 
pushing the clay into a mold, constructing 
and  synthesising the narratives of what I 
have dug up, unearthed and mined these 
past months.
The clay shapes itself from the notion of 
LiCoO2 molecular structure within recharg-
eable batteries, and molds itself into organic 
forms of fossils.

Fossils of kobelt, the things we have une-
arthed and keep mining manically for.
Fossils of cobalt stories. 

20190425
_Kobelt or cobelt fossils. Remnants, marks, 
bodies, entities. Remnants of a lost appreci-
ation of the efforts that go into our mate-
rials, and caution when using / spending / 
consuming / extracting, and a lost appre-
ciation perhaps. The physical form of the 
being gives it agency, agency to tell me / us 
why it is no longer present in our lives, why 
it has left, why we made it leave. Where 
did it live, how did it live, and what did it 
look like? How would we portray this now? 
An unfolding of its construction and built, 
a construction of an image, a synthesizing. 
perceived connections between current 
knowledges.

After a process of unearthing histories 
around cobalt, I find fictional remnants 

Stoneware clay pressed into a triangular 
plaster mold and the formed tiles, 
unfired stoneware clay.
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of the  cobelt in the crafting of the tiles. 
The cobelt that Ball (2002) described as 
beings that haunted the mines to torment 
the miners in16th century Saxony. In 
Sweden there is a similar story of a creature 
haunting the mine in Loos (Föreningen 
Loosgruvan, 2019), Gruvfrun (English 
translation; Lady of the mine), which was 
believed to be a ghost roaming the walls and 
passages of the mine. Perhaps there were no 
ghosts or goblins in the mines at the time, 
but creatures we were yet to see and under-
stand, and that now are lost to us.

Reading	Frankel’s	article	(2016)	I	
can only imagine that some co-
balt is still dug with that same fear 
and caution that originally gave 
the	metal	its	name,	and	projected	
images of ghosts and creatures on 
the walls of mines of old. However 
cobalt is not used with the same 
consideration and appreciation as 
in the 17th and 18th. Perhaps it is 
that appreciation and cautionary 
storytelling that the cobelt fossils 
can help me mediate?

The design of the creature is based 
on the molecular structure of 
cobalt oxide in lithium-ion batte-
ries, and was developed through 
intuitive	crafting.	With	the	fiction	of	
the cobelt the hope is to evoke new 

ways of looking at CRM, give it an 
organic body and it’s own agen-
cy as a being in the bedrock that 
we	(humans)	have	possibly	era-
dicated. The fossil imprints also 
represents the loss of caution and 
superstition around mining and 
disturbing the earth.
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Sketches of the cobelt.
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Returning to the original idea of 
using tile making to portray the sto-
ries around the history of cobalt, I 
try to imagine what cautionary tale 
that	the	cobelt	could	tell	us.	Namely	
that of it’s presumed extinction. 
I	sketch	quickly	on	reflections	of	
what made us loose the caution 
and appreciation, and how that 
is embodied in my own everyday 
practices.

Unfolding the process, now going from 
creature, to shapes, to pattern, and back 
to tiles.
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Imagining the tile motifs.
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Questions going forward

Let us look back at my initial resear-
ch question:

 “What processes has [cobalt] gone 
through, what practices are surfa-
cing in relation to it and how could 
these be embodied in more consci-
ous practice and dialogue?” 

Through secondary research, a 
dialogue with local practitioners 
and my own artistic design practice 
I have unearthed several aspects 
around properties and problema-
tics of cobalt oxide and how it is 
and has been used since the 16th 
century. By giving cobalt (or the 
cobelt)	a	body,	a	form,	I	strive	to	
give	it	agency	and	hopefully	offer	a	
new way of considering it as critical 
raw material. Its fossil like presen-
tation and presumed extinction 
represents, to me, a loss of caution 
and	appreciation	for	the	effort	put	
into resource extraction in the way 
innovation and infrastructure is put 
forward as one of the goals of the 
sustainability	work	(UN	Sustaina-
ble Development Goals platform, 
2019).	When	striving	for	fossil	fuel	
free solutions and clean energy, 
we might have lost something else 

than	just	carbon	dioxide	emissions.	
This	is	not	to	say	that	the	Sustai-
nable Development Goals are at 
fault, but perhaps the way they are 
prioritised and used as arguments. 
Especially	in	the	Swedish	dialogue	
where we are in the process of 
decision making on whether or 
not to mine our own critical raw 
materials and rare earth metals or 
not. To strive for renewable energy 
infrastructure	and	energy	efficient	
technologies, or to care for local 
ecosystems, societies, and human 
and non-human cultures.

In terms of embodying a conscious 
practice and dialogue, the design 
is yet to be presented in “gallery ”, 
as	Koskinen,	Binder	and	Redström	
(2008)	put	it	–	a	very	important	
aspect of critical and speculative 
work being the very presenta-
tion context. However my hopes 
are to create a presentation that 
encourages people to make their 
own connections. To, as an agent 
of	change,	effect	the	perception	of	
our relationship with and consump-
tion of technology and electronics 
by spurring a sense of curiosity for 
their material histories.
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Postscript

Moving	into	the	gallery,	or
The construction of a physical 
fiction

In	the	last	phase	of	the	project,	I	
work	to	reframe	the	project	for	pre-
sentation in the exhibition setting 
of	the	2019	Graduate	Exhibition	of	
the + Change programmes at the 
Linnæus University. A good oppor-
tunity to create, as Dunne and Raby 
(2013,	89)	put	it:

“Invitations to make-believe”

In	their	chapter	on	physical	fictions	
they argue for the use of props to 
facilitate imagining, create thought 
experiments and allow for indivi-
dual interpretation. While drawing 
inspiration from prop design for 
Science	Fiction,	the	prop	as	a	tool	
for speculative design has the 
possibility to break away from set 
rules	of	the	Science	Fiction	plot	
development and visual clichés and 
push	the	viewer	to	not	just	believe	
a set narrative, but to make-believe 
(ibid.).	With	the	hopes	of	making	
viewers	engage	with	the	fiction	
of the cobelt and the history of 
cobalt-oxide to make their own 

interpretations and connections 
I choose to work with the tiles as 
individual artefacts, props. They 
become not only remnants of a cre-
ative research process, but carriers 
of	fiction	to	open	up	for	curiosity	
and imagination before hinting at 
the more complex systems and the 
working process. To do this I move 
away from the attempt at direct-
ly depicting complexity through 
illustration and simply focus on the 
materiality and aesthetics of the 
ceramic pieces.
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Process images from the painting of the 
pieces. 
Cobalt oxide on bisque fired stoneware.
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The pieces, glaze fired.
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While brushing on the cobalt-oxide 
powder mixed with water, I experi-
ment	with	different	amounts	of	the	
oxide	on	the	pieces.	This	final	act	
of interaction with the material is as 
much an explorative continuation 
of the process as it is a closure of it, 
with the aim of communicating the 
materiality	of	the	project	and	the	
fiction	to	the	final	viewer.	A	layer	
of transparent glaze is added for 
the oxide to gain its characteristic 
blue colour and to make the pieces 
more durable.

In	the	firing,	the	black	cobalt-oxide	
powder transforms into hues of 
blue. While some of the textures of 
the raw cobalt-oxide is lost under 
the glaze, along with the rock-like 
appearance, the connotations to 
cobalt blue ceramics is made more 
prominent.

Moving on I start to consider how 
to create what Dunne and Raby 
(2013)	calls	an	internal	consistency	
within	the	fiction.	How	to	depict	the	
impossible, in a probable manner. 
The ceramic tiles are obvious-
ly not the actual remnants of an 
organic creature, but they could 
be castings and imprints of it. At 
this stage I work carefully with the 
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language and aesthetic around the 
tiles,	in	order	to	keep	the	fiction	
probable.	One	difficult	aspect	of	
working	with	physical	fictions	and	
props, according to the designer 
duo	(ibid.),	is	the	question	of	how	
to get the viewer into the role of 
an	active	“imaginer”.	Something	
usually achieved when viewing, for 
example, historical exhibitions in 
museums. As the tiles already carry 
the connotations to fossils, archa-
eology and palaeontology I draw 
inspiration from how exhibits are 
made in these contexts. In addi-
tion, the space of the exhibition, 
Smålands	Museum	at	Kulturparken	
Småland,	previously	hosted	an	
archaeological exhibition with a 
few	excavated	objects	on	display	
– which allows for the place to be 
considered a historical museum in 
many aspects.

For the information displayed next 
to the tiles I draw inspiration from 
paleontological displays of fossils. 
This includes brief information of; 
the name of the species, the date 
when it was found, the site where 
it was found, the age of the fossil, 
the	finder	and	the	person	preparing	
it. With this I pose the ceramics as 
castings and imprints of the rem-

nants themselves. In addition, I 
work	with	different	layers	of	infor-
mation, considering the exhibits 
didactic panel as part of the story 
telling steps for the viewer. Moreo-
ver, the information signs encoura-
ge the viewer to touch the pieces, 
feel the texture of the ceramics 
and the imprints, creating a novel 
human - material interaction.

Cobelt

Imprints of cobelt remnants on 
ceramic tiles.
Stoneware, cobalt oxide, glaze. 

Feel free to touch the pieces,  
carefully.

Name:   Cobelt
Specimen number:  2
Location:   Växjö
Date:   20190417
Age:   Unknown
Description: Octahedronal formation, scale like surface

Collector:    Preparator:

Cobelt casting.

Information signs.
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Information signs, sketching and final 
display.
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Levels of information:
_the tiles
_the information signs 
_the directions
_the didactic panel
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Didactic panel description:

 Unearthing remnants of the 
 cobelt

In this project I have explored practices 
around the critical raw material cobalt, it’s 
history, and current relevance in Swedish 
discourse. As the demand for cobalt grows 
due to its application in rechargeable batte-
ries in our smartphones, laptops and electric 
cars, the metal is predicted to become scarce 
in a near future.

The end result of a critical design process 
is the speculative find of remnants of the 
cobelt: a feared creature believed to have 
inhabited mines of 16th century Europe, 
and eventually giving the material cobalt 
its name. By giving the material a body, a 
shape, of its own, can we start to relate to it 
differently? With curiosity? With caution?

An artistic practice of working with 
stoneware clay, became an unearthing that 
allowed me to explore new ways to relate to 
the material, to embody it’s stories. Stories 
of a metal which moves across different cul-
tural and historical materialities, shaping 
our everyday objects and the lives involved 
in it’s unearthing:
 
from electronics to elegantly painted 
ceramic tiles, and to the hand dug cobalt 
mines of Congo.
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The imprints in the final display.
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“Can we relate to the material 
differently? With curiosity? With 
caution?”

 Is the question posed in the pro-
ject	description,	the	one	framed	
inquiry to guide the viewer in their 
make-believe, as they break the 
fourth	wall	of	the	fiction	and	read	
the	project	description.

What	is	the	fiction	told	then?	As	the	
author	le	Guin	(1989)	writes	about	
her	practice	of	writing	Science	
Fiction,  it is not with the purpose 
of telling the story of a hero and his 
conflict	resolution,	but	to	be	a	car-
rier of people, their ongoing lives 
and processes in relation to that 
“cultural carrier bag” that technolo-
gy and science is. The ceramic tiles 
are in that sense carriers of the 
process of ’Cobalt stories’:

“[...] full of beginnings without ends, 
of initiations, of losses, of transfor-
mations and translations, and far 
more tricks than conflicts, far fewer 
triumphs than snares and delusions 
[...]” 
(le	Guin,	1989,	153)

However vague the story of the 
cobelt becomes, it is with the pur-

pose of making the viewer pose their 
own questions about the material and 
its stories, while interacting with it in a 
novel way.

Finally	I	reflect	on	the	effect	of	the	
physical	fiction	created	and	if	there	is	
enough	information	in	order	to;	a)	let	
the viewer understand some of the 
complex	issues	of	cobalt,	b)	enga-
ge the viewer in make-believe and 
inquisitiveness,	and	c)	not	make	the	
viewer feel tricked as they read that 
the	design	is	a	mere	fiction.	Questions	
that can only be answered in conver-
sation with the exhibition visitors, that 
admittedly does not always grasp 
the full intent of the display. However, 
most of the people who found the ex-
hibit engaging did so by being allowed 
to interact with the ceramics and the 
textures of the imprints and became 
curious about the cobalt pigment and 
how	the	imprints	were	made.	So,	the	
display did in some cases open up for 
dialogue. This is based on a couple 
of conversations during the opening 
days of the exhibition, and the full im-
pact of the display is hard to evaluate. 

Concluding this chapter of the pro-
cess I realise that to construct a 
strong speculative design, might need 
a	different	approach	than	having	the	
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static,	physical	objects	as	the	main	
point of interaction or simply more 
time	to	fully	develop	a	clear	fictio-
nal narrative and inquiry to guide 
the viewer. Moreover, I would have 
benefitted	from	including	a	way	to	
gain feedback from the viewers or 
create a setting like a workshop 
where the dialogue and interaction 
around the tiles could have been 
guided more carefully. 

In	the	end,	the	physical	fiction	of	
the cobelt, hopefully spurred a 
sense of curiosity in some of the 
museum visitors and left them with 
a fascination for this critical raw 
material entangled in all our lives 
and our material culture. 
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Cobelt remnants, close up.
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Appendix

Answers	from	Erika	Lagerbielke,	
Swedish	original	and	English	trans-
lation.

Unearthing remnants of the cobelt – 
Workshop	log	and	reflections



190407 
Frågor Cornelia

 Vad är din relation till kobolt i ditt arbete?
Jag har ingen konstnärlig relation till kobolt, däremot till kulören blått. Mitt 
huvudsakliga verksamhetsfält är glas. Jag arbetar nästan alltid med transparenta 
färger (det finns dessutom opaka färger (ogenomskinliga) men det är inte mitt uttryck)
även om jag då och då gör undantag. Min relation till glas handlar mycket om 
samspelet mellan material och ljus i det genomskinliga glaset. När jag tänker på blått 
glas, tänker jag oftast på en kulör som ibland kallas ultramarin och som skapas genom 
att kobolt tillsätts till glaset. Blått kan förstås vara alla nyanser från violblått till turkos, 
rödaktigt blått till grönaktigt blått. Dessutom olika grad av ljushet.
Jag tycker att ultramarinblått glas är attraktivt och fascinerande, färgen blir intensiv 
och kraftfull. Ibland tänker jag att det i färgens uttryck finns karaktärsdrag som är 
synonyma med min personlighet.
Min mest framgångsrika produktdesign, Intermezzo, vinglaset med den blå droppen, 
har en blå dekordetalj. När produkten utvecklades 1984 testades många olika kulörer. 
I samråd med ansvariga i Orrefors produktion och på marknadsavdelningen valdes 
blått framför gult och grönt. Även rött och lila testades men kom inte fram av tekniska 
skäl. Den blå droppen var mitt favoritalternativ och valdes även av andra berörda inom
Orrefors, den fungerade bra i produktionen och det fanns en förhoppning att 
konsumenter skulle tycka att den passade bra till porslin dekorerat med blått, vilket då
var mycket populärt.
Sedan dess har jag designat många andra produkter och ofta valt blått som kulör om 
det har varit aktuellt med färg. Med tiden har blått blivit min signaturfärg.
Så här skrev jag i introduktionen till boken ”Erika Lagerbielke, Form för alla sinnen” 
(Carlsson Bokförlag, Stockholm, 2018):

Blått är havets och himlens färg, oändlig och ogripbar. Det finns styrka och intensitet i 
den blå färgen, liksom det finns lugn och vemod. I europeisk symbolik är blått 
trohetens färg men står också för sådant som är hemlighetsfullt, förmodligen just på 
grund av ogripbarheten hos allt det stora blå som ständigt omger oss, aldrig överger 
oss, men som det inte går att ta på. De naturliga blå färgpigmenten var 
svårtillgängliga, i det gamla Rom utvanns ultramarinblått ur stenarten lapis lazuli som 
krossades och maldes till pigment. Mineralet importerades till Rom från länder österut 
över Medelhavet, kulören kallades ultramarin, ultra mare, ”från andra sidan havet”.  
Glasfärger skapas genom att tillsätta metalloxider till glasmassan. Koboltoxid ger en 
intensivt blå färg som jag ofta arbetar med, mörk och samtidigt lysande, i färglistan 
heter den Dunkelblau. Den är fin att kombinera med andra nyanser av blått, från viol 
till turkos. Jag återkommer alltid till blått. Blått är den vackraste färgen.



 Vad kan du berätta om dess historia i glastillverkning och design?
Jag har aldrig intresserat mig för just koboltoxid, men se ovan ang blått. Många 
glasbruk har genom århundradena haft produktion av blått glas. Blått glas har använts 
både till exklusiva produkter men också till produktion av visst förpackningsglas, 
ursprungligen till produkter som skulle skyddas från solljus. 

 Vilken är din uppfattning om hållbarhetsarbetet inom glasindustrin?
Jag arbetar med det som forskare, se nedan. Flera projekt är på gång eftersom 
medvetenheten ökar, både hos producenter, i samhället och i forskarsamhället.
Jag känner bäst till Orrefors Kosta Boda, och Kosta glasbruk. Företaget är 
miljöcertifierat och arbetar med de miljömål som omfattas av detta. 
Jag uppfattar också att det finns en ökad ambition att göra mer.

 Hur arbetar du som formgivare med frågor om hållbarhet (till exempel när det gäller 
tillverkning, användarupplevelse eller kassering)?
I mitt arbete som professor i glasdesign på Linnéuniversitetet har jag deltagit i flera 
projekt som berör glasets hållbara utveckling och möjligheter till ökad återvinning och 
omsmältning inom glastillverkning, bl a med syfte att minska användandet av ny 
råvara och minska energianvändning samt C02 utsläpp. 
Jag är medförfattare till forskningsrapporten Eternal Glass (Grund-Bäck, Lagerbielke 
2018).
Jag arbetar i forskagruppen No Sand och skriver just nu på ansökan till flera 
forskningsfinansiärer tillsammans med forskare inom ekonomi och glasteknologi för 
att kunna gå vidare med sådan forskning.

Som formgivare har jag deltagit i ett undersökande och diskuterande designprojekt, 
”Oändlighet”, i samarbete med Ryds bilglas AB och Kosta Glasproduktion AB där 
kasserade bilglasrutor smältes och formades till ett konstglasobjekt. Det är med i min 
bok, se ovan.
I min design arbetar jag med att skapa användarupplevelser som är hållbara över lång 
tid och som förhoppningsvis medför att långsiktigt användande av de produkter som 
jag har designat.



Erika Lagerbielke

_English translation

_What is your relation to cobalt in your work?

_I have no artistic relation to cobalt, but to the colour blue. My main area of practice is glass.

I almost always work with transparent colours (in addition there are opaque colours (non-

transparent) but that is not my expression) even if I make exceptions from time to time. My 

relation to glass is about the interplay between material and light in the transparent glass. 

When I think about blue glass, I most often think about a colour that sometimes go by the 

name ultramarine  and that is created by adding cobalt to the glass. Blue can of course be all 

nuances from violet blue to turquoise, reddish blue to greenish blue. Additionally it can vary 

in brightness.

I find ultramarine attractive and fascinating, the colour becomes intense and powerful. 

Sometimes I think of how in the colours expression there are characteristics that are 

synonymous to my personality.

My most successful product design, intermezzo, the wine glass with the blue drop, has a 

blue decorative detail. When the product was developed in 1984 many colours where 

tested. In consultation with the responsible at Orrefors' production and the department of 

marketing blue was chosen over yellow and green. Red and purple was tested as well but did

not produce due to technical reasons. To choose blue for the encapsulated drop was my 

favourite option, other stakeholders within Orrefors' production and sales and marketing 

made the same choice. It was expected that consumers would find that stemware decorated

with blue would go well with porcelain decorated with the same colour, which was very 

popular at the time. Since then I have designed many other products and often chosen blue 

as colour if colour was in question. With time blue has become my signature colour. The 

following is what I wrote in the introduction to the book “Erika Lagerbielke, Form för alla 

sinnen” (English translation: “Erika Lagerbielke, Form for all senses”) (Carlsson Bokförlag, 

Stockholm, 2018):

Blue is the colour of the ocean and the sky, infinite and intangible. There is strength and 

intensity in the blue colour, like there is calmness and melancholy. In European symbolism 

blue is the colour of fidelity but also stand for that which is secretive, probably because of the

very intangibility of all the great blue that constantly surrounds us, never abandons us, 



however can not be touched. The natural blue colour pigments were hard to attain, in 

ancient Rome ultramarine was extracted from the stone lapis lazuli that was crushed and 

grinded into pigment. The mineral was imported to Rome from countries east of the 

Mediterranean sea, the colour was called ultramarine, ultra mare, “from across the ocean”. 

Glass colours are created by adding metal oxides to the glass mass. Cobalt oxide gives and 

intense blue colour which I often work with, dark and at the same time shining, in the colour 

list it is called Dunkelblau. It is nice to combine with other nuances of blue, from violet to 

turquoise. I always return to blue. Blue is the most beautiful colour.

_What can you tell about its history in glass making and design?

_I have never been particularly interested in cobalt oxide, but read the above about blue. 

Many glass manufacturers has had production of blue glass for centuries. Blue glass has 

been used for both exclusive products but also for production of some packaging glass, 

originally for products which were to be protected from sunlight.

_What is your understanding of the sustainability work within the glass industry?

_I Work with it as a scientist, see below. Many projects are happening since the awareness is 

increasing, both with producers, in society and the research community. I know Orrefors and

Kosta Boda and Kosta glassworks the best. The company is environmentally certified and 

works with the sustainability goals that this includes. My perception is that there is an 

increasing ambition to do even more.

_How do you work as a designer with questions of sustainability (for example when it comes 

to production, user experience or disposal)?

_In my work as a professor of glass design at Linnaeus University I have participated in many 

projects surrounding the sustainable development of glass and possibilities for increased 

recycling re-melting within glass production, among other things to reduce the use of new 

raw material and reduce energy use as well as CO2 emissions.

I am co-author to the report Eternal Glass (Grund Bäck, Lagerbielke, 2018).

I Work in the research group No Sand and am currently applying for research financing 

together with scientists in economic and glass technology in order to be able to move on 

with such research.



As a designer I have participated in an explorative and discursive design project “Oändlighet”

(English translation “Infinity”), in collaboration with Ryds bilglass AB (English translation; 

Ryds car glass Inc.) and Kosta Glasproduktion AB (English translation; Kosta Glass production 

Inc.) where disposed automobile windows were melted and formed into an art glass object. 

It is included in my book I mentioned.

In my design I work with creating a user experience that is sustainable over long time frames 

and that hopefully brings  a long term use of the products I have designed.
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Initial process and workshop log
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20190412
_Excitement, focus and 
pressure. Having the squ-
are tiles under pressure 
gives them a longer dry-
ing period that the clay 
would usually have. Over 
the course of a day they 
are still barely leather 
hard. But I try on the 
slips either way, and yet 
another waiting moment 
occur, until I can actually 
brush on the main att-
raction at this event. The 
10% cobalt oxide slip, for 

dark blue.
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20190415
_Firing the samples later than expected, they took a 
while to dry when being in pressure. Remember this 
for the next bisque firing. Working with the clay today, 
I tried varieties of shapes and styles for the tiles. I am 
considering whether or not to use a traditional shape, 
like the square or the hexagon for example. The organic 
shapes feel more alive to me, but the traditional reflect 
the, well, traditional applications better. But maybe this 
is not a project about histories, but current narratives 
now?

The hexagons remind me of chemical models, I wonder 
what shape cobalt oxide has?
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20190415
_According to Shao-
Horn et al. (2003), the 
LiCoO2 molecules of 
lithium ion batteries in 
laptops and smartphones 
are structured in layers of 
connected octahedra. 

The shape of cobalt oxide 
seems to be octahedral, or 
triangular...

The molecular structure of LiCoO2 (Shao-Horn et al., 
2003)
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Screenshot of smartphone commercial, 
6 March 2019
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20190416
_Waiting for the samples to cool and starting to sketch 
on the tile motifs I recall a question from one of the 
conversations I’ve had; “What if we stopped using 
cobalt oxide for colouring? Is there a less conflicted 
pigment we could use instead?”. That is a good point, 
am I not just contributing to the romanistisation 
ofcobalt in doing this? Well, since the practice of using 
cobalt in my work in this way arises, I might take the 
oportunity to counter with the question of “why don’t 
we stop using cobalt in our batteries?”, and the answer 
is clearly written in the European Commissions report 
on critical raw materials: that nothing else can satisfy 
the need, nay, demand from consumers, the market and 
the industry quite like the currently used lithium ion 

batteries containing LiCoO2.
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20190417
_As I work with the clay, 
my hands are construc-
ting, synthesising, the nar-
ratives of what I have dug 
up, unearthed and mined 
these past months.
The clay shapes itself from 
the notion of LiCoO2 
molecular structure within 
rechargable batteries, alnd 
molds itself into organic 
forms of fossils.

Fossils of cobalt and cobelt, 
the things we have une-
arthed and keep mining 
manically for.

Fossils carrying cobalt 
stories. 

Clay log:
3019 + 2067 + 2111 = 
7197 grams of recycled 
clay from the workshop 
and my previous models.
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20190425
_Kobelt or cobelt fossils. Remnants, marks, bodies, enti-
ties. Remnants of a lost appreciation of the efforts that 
go into our materials, and caution when using / spen-
ding / consuming / extracting, and a lost appreciation 
perhaps. The physical form of the being gives it agency, 
agency to tell me / us why it is no longer present in 
our lives, why it has left, why we made it leave. Where 
did it live, how did it live, and what did it look like? 
How would we portray this now? An unfolding of its 
construction and built, a construction of an image, a 
synthesizing. perceived connections between current 
knowledges.
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Imagining the cobelt
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Through a process of unearthing histories around 
cobalt, I have found remnants of a being, cobelt or kobelt,  
that Ball (2002) describes as creatures that haunted the 
mines to torment the miners in  16th century Saxony. 
Silver miners were warned to stay away from the ore 
smaltite which contains cobalt, and could corrode the 
hands of the workers.

 In Sweden there is a similar story of a creature haun-
ting the cobalt mine in Loos, Hälsingland (Föreningen 
Loosgruvan, 2019). Namely Gruvfrun (English tran-
slation; Lady of the mine), which was believed to be a 
ghost roaming the walls and passages of the mine. The 
mine was only open between the years of 1738 to 1773, 
but has been restored today and the story of Gruvfrun 
remains.

Reading Frankel’s article (2016) I can only imagine 
that some cobalt is still dug with the same fear and 
caution as in the 16th - 18th centuries – though it is not 
used with the same appreciation as in the 17th and 18th 
century ceramic tiles and other pieces that I’ve come 
across. Perhaps it is that appreciation and cautionary 
storytelling that the cobelt fossils can help me mediate?
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From the tiles I can press 
an imprint onto another 
piece of clay, which I then 
sketch and study to try 
and understand what the 
cobelt might have looked 
like. Perhaps a prehistoric 
looking crustacean crea-
ture, living beneath the 
earths crust, digging into 
the bedrock.
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20 cm

Octahedron structure 
with simplified scales 
pattern:

Study of positive imprint:
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As the molecules form 
octahedron structures 
of cobalt oxide in lithi-
um-ion batteries, I ima-
gine the cobelt to have an 
octahedron structure and 
symmetry to it as well.
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The imagined cobelt and 
it’s habitat. Image of Loos 
cobalt mine, Hälsingland, 
Sweden.

Picture taken by:
 Jörgen Ludwigsson / 
Kulturparken Småland
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Unfolding the loss of 
the cobelt
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If the cobelt could talk, 
what would it tell you?
I hear...
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...cautionary tales of 
striving for newer, better 
and faster.
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... a sense of disconnec-
tion from the sources of 
our technologies. What I 
hold in my hand has been 
unearthed by someone 
else’s.
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... an increased appreca-
tion for things previously 
taken for granted, seen as 
commodities.
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... an increased pace of 
life and need for effiency. 
Where is this leading us?
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Epilogue

Making pace

Thump thump. Thump thump. As the heart beats it 
consults the artificial, electronic pacemaker. Chamber 

to electrode. Warm tissue to the cold metal.
“Am I keeping up, is this the pace?”

Swipe, brush, tap, swipe. 
Repeat. 

You quickly check your emails as you are about to step 
of the bus. Social media account. The map. Where are 

you going now again? 
“Siri, find...”...

Clack, clack, clack, clack. Quick steps forwards. Keep 
up the pace now. Don't look back. Forwards into the 
future. As fast as we can. Before we run out of time.

More and more, faster and faster. The pace of the 
Anthropocene. The leftovers fall behind. They fall 

asleep and go into deep hibernation. 

Thump, thump. Click. Tick... Tick... Far beneath the 
earth's crust, and just under the large opencast, the 

Cobelt awaken. Mine spirits impatient to play tricks on 
disrespectful miners and passers by. Slightest misstep 

and they turn the ores into poisonous fumes. Unusable. 
Toxic.

“Tread carefully now.”
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